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About This Game

You're a nanny! You serve the most dangerous child in the world! You only have 12 hours to change something! You must earn
money at the mine, fight monsters and try to please the most dangerous child in the world, so that he can not do something

inevitable! You are the only person in the world who can change something, otherwise there will be big troubles!

In the game you will find:
- intensive gameplay, associated with the various requirements of the child;

- battles with monsters and gold mining in mines;
- More than 10 finals of the game, depending on your mistakes or deliberate actions;

- Large selection of solutions for various tasks;

Do not miss the opportunity to blow up the whole earth, setting up hell or saving everyone!
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Title: Nuke Babysitter Simulator | Kim Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Invisible Man
Publisher:
Invisible Man
Franchise:
Nuke Babysitter
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core I7 or I5 (maybe I13 idk)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX ULTRA TItan 2080TI x4

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Surround 10.1

English
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Space Girls might look interesting but it's really not. The gameplay is really boring and easy. Unlike Tower of Lust, this game
doesn't have bugs. That doesn't mean it's good, however. It's actually the most boring shoot em up game I've ever tried. The idea
is a rip-off of other similar games but all of those are better than this.

Don't buy it. Your money is better spent elsewhere.. This is by far the most challenging Tycoon/Dev game i've ever played.
Addictive/Fun(if you like a challenge)/Frustrating.

there very easy/easy/normal i play all games on normal and omg rough as hell took me 41 hours multipul restarts to make my
first mil (personal goal) lmao. Game is rough, but as mentioned above addicting.

It's different from the other game dev type games, Specially the challenge part of it. Well worth 10$, And from what I've read
the dev plans to add more to the game.. I used to play a similar game to this one but it's free i think it's called bug war.. not really
sure about that.

Really Fun And Challenging (Really Challenging than you imagine)

-Has Competitive 1v1
-Alot of gamemode...
-You can use different Charater.. (Heroes?)
-Has 2v2
-Quick multiplayer
-Fun with friends
-Had upgrades buildings
-Special Skills from heroes
-Can analyze of how much troop your gonna move..
-More Futures idk about hope they added more!

Wish They had co-op will be funny xD. Not finished it yet, but really draws you in. Surprised how responsible I feel for my
decisions in the 'game', actually let out huge sigh of relief when i got it 'right'. Examines the issues of freedom and safety from
several perspectives in an engaging way, especially highlighting the dangers of misinterpreting information. Well written, all the
conversations you listen in on feel real, as do the various web pages etc. Uses clever mechanic for adding key information whilst
also requiring you to make choices, which calls on you interpreting the information you have as a whole. Recommended,
although involves a lot of reading text (but unlike some games, never felt a chore).. The game lacks general tutorials, and the
fact that it only goes to 'double' speed makes this game feel so slow. I realize its early access, but I personally wouldnt
recommend it yet. It seems to have potential with unique buildings and unique 'jobs' etc etc. I'll just watch it on youtube for
now.. It’s a great game but it’s not worth the price.
6/10. The music is great.

The UI, the music and the artwork combine to give the game a dark and weird atmosphere. I actually quite like the pixelly art
style too.

Having hexagons instead of the usual squares for this kind of game makes for a nice little twist.

The deal-breaker is that I completed the game in about half an hour and do not feel I have any reason to return to the game.

I think this idea could be very successfull and I urge the developer to expand the game with more content.

As it is a game this short just isn't worth my money and I can't recommend it.. The concept behind the game is unique, it might
not be great but this game can be quite fun.

DO note that the online version of the game is pretty much dead with little to no players present anymore, to finish the
achievements i had to literally gather people to help me with the multiplayer ones.
The game itself isnt bad, the graphics arent bad to look at, the visuals are quite appealing, a few QOL upgrades would of made
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the game a lot better.

The price for the game isnt that bad either but waiting for a sale is the better option.
. No
10/10. Once again Halycon release a really good AI people pack. I always say that you can never have enough Variety of
Passengers in Omsi, and now they have added more variety for drivers behind the wheel. Its great that voices are in English
again too, so you will hear different people complaining and greeting you when on the bus.

Its a really nice addition to Omsi 2, hopefully more to come in the future
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I love platform games! But i do not really play speedrun platformers very often. But when i played this i was addicted to this
game. You only have a few seconds to beat the stage and i sometimes get frustrated when i mess up an jump and only have one
second left. Everytime i just want to try again to get a better score.
In every stage you can get coins and a timer that gives you more seconds for the next stage, but you if try to get the coins and the
timer you might not be able to get to the next stage, so be quick.

I really like the art of the game because it reminds me a bit of terarria and a gameboy game. That brings back good times.
The controls are a bit weird when you play the game for the first time, but after a few attempts you can get the hang of it.
The multiplayer mode is just crazy but a lot of fun. i only tried 2 player. but I can imagine 4 player is even more crazier.

I can't wait for the next updates to experience more things can be implemented in the game.

. The original on DC was stunning for it's time.
This, on Vive, takes it to a new level. Everything I could have hoped for.

Now, please do Child Of Eden for PC\/VR, although there is a chance I'd explode with joy.. Really fun, really hard. The solo is
epic and the chords have you going all over the place.. The postiv reviews are probably payed for by the dev.. I love this game.
Everytime I die I want to give it one more shot.

New gameplay comes! Kim's Babysitter 1.5:
Some innovations:
 - Gamemode - Platformer (Clicker? Forget it)
 - MORE Puzzles
 - More interactive NPC's
 - More Endings
 - More Random Events
 - The leader now receives food only on a tray!
 - Soldiers hates you! Be careful!
 - PedoNinja comes!
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